Haiti
Freedom and hope in the Caribbean
When it declared independence from France in 1804,
(AITIÖBECAMEÖTHEÖÙRSTÖFREEÖCOUNTRYÖINÖ,ATINÖ!MERICAÖ
ANDÖTHEÖ#ARIBBEANÖ"2!#ÖHADÖALREADYÖSUPPORTEDÖ
&ONKOZE ÖAÖ(AITIANÖMICROÙNANCEÖORGANISATION ÖWITHÖAÖ
LOCALÖADAPTATIONÖOFÖ"2!#lSÖ4ARGETINGÖTHEÖ5LTRAÖ0OORÖ
PROGRAMMEÖFORÖSEVERALÖYEARSÖWHEN ÖINÖ Ö(AITIANÖ
GROUPSÖPERSUADEDÖITÖTOÖLAUNCHÖ"2!#Ö(AITIÖ&OURÖ
MONTHSÖLATER ÖINÖ*ANUARYÖ ÖASÖ"2!#ÖANNOUNCEDÖITSÖ
NEWESTÖCOUNTRYÖPROGRAMME ÖAFTERÖTHEÖCOUNTRYÖSUFFEREDÖ
AÖDEVASTATINGÖEARTHQUAKEÖ)TÖSETÖUPÖAÖ,IMBÖANDÖ"RACEÖ
#ENTREÖTOÖDELIVERÖSERVICESÖTOÖAFFECTEDÖINDIVIDUALSÖWITHÖITSÖ
EXPERIENCEDÖTEAMÖFROMÖ"ANGLADESHÖ4HEÖORGANISATIONÖ
ISÖNOWÖBUILDINGÖTHEÖISLANDÖNATIONlSÖROADÖTOÖRECOVERY Ö
IMPROVINGÖTHEÖLIVESÖOFÖ(AITIlSÖMOSTÖVULNERABLEÖANDÖ
DISADVANTAGEDÖBYÖEMPOWERINGÖWOMENÖANDÖGIRLSÖANDÖ
FOSTERINGÖBOTTOM UPÖECONOMICÖDEVELOPMENTÖTHROUGHÖ
AGRICULTURALÖANDÖENTERPRISEÖDEVELOPMENT
7HATÖSTARTEDÖOUTÖINÖÖINÖAÖREMOTEÖVILLAGEÖOFÖ
"ANGLADESHÖASÖAÖLIMITEDÖRELIEFÖOPERATION ÖTURNEDÖINTOÖTHEÖ
LARGESTÖDEVELOPMENTÖORGANISATIONÖINÖTHEÖWORLDÖ/FÖMAJORÖ
NON GOVERNMENTALÖORGANISATIONS Ö"2!#ÖISÖONEÖOFÖTHEÖ
FEWÖÖBASEDÖINÖTHEÖGLOBALÖSOUTH
4ODAY Ö"2!#ÖISÖAÖDEVELOPMENTÖSUCCESSÖSTORY Ö
SPREADINGÖSOLUTIONSÖBORNÖINÖ"ANGLADESHÖTOÖÖOTHERÖ
COUNTRIESÖAROUNDÖTHEÖWORLDÖpÖAÖGLOBALÖLEADERÖINÖ
CREATINGÖOPPORTUNITYÖFORÖTHEÖWORLDlSÖPOORÖ/RGANISINGÖ
THEÖPOORÖUSINGÖCOMMUNITIESlÖOWNÖHUMANÖANDÖMATERIALÖ
RESOURCES ÖITÖCATALYZESÖLASTINGÖCHANGE ÖCREATINGÖANÖ
ECOSYSTEMÖINÖWHICHÖTHEÖPOORÖHAVEÖTHEÖCHANCEÖTOÖSEIZEÖ
CONTROLÖOFÖTHEIRÖOWNÖLIVESÖ7EÖDOÖTHISÖWITHÖAÖHOLISTICÖ
DEVELOPMENTÖAPPROACHÖGEAREDÖTOWARDÖINCLUSION ÖUSINGÖ
TOOLSÖLIKEÖMICROÙNANCE ÖEDUCATION ÖHEALTHCARE ÖLEGALÖ
SERVICES ÖCOMMUNITYÖEMPOWERMENTÖANDÖMORE

Haiti

/URÖWORKÖNOWÖTOUCHESÖTHEÖLIVESÖOFÖANÖESTIMATEDÖ
ÖMILLIONÖPEOPLE ÖWITHÖSTAFFÖANDÖ"2!# TRAINEDÖ
ENTREPRENEURSÖNUMBERINGÖINÖTHEÖHUNDREDSÖOFÖ
THOUSANDSÖpÖAÖGLOBALÖMOVEMENTÖBRINGINGÖCHANGEÖTOÖ
ÖCOUNTRIESÖINÖ!SIA Ö!FRICAÖANDÖTHEÖ#ARIBBEAN ÖWITHÖ
OPERATIONSÖINÖOURÖTHÖCOUNTRY Ö0HILIPPINES ÖBEINGÖ
LAUNCHEDÖINÖ

(ARNESSINGÖthe past
%NRICHINGÖthe future
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Vision, Mission and Values

Vision

Mission

Values

A world free from all forms
of exploitation and
discrimination where
everyone has the opportunity
to realise their potential.

Our mission is to empower
people and communities in
situations of poverty, illiteracy,
disease and social injustice.
Our interventions aim to
achieve large scale, positive
changes through economic
and social programmes that
enable men and women to
realise their potential.

Innovation
For forty years, BRAC has been an innovator
in the creation of opportunities for the poor to
lift themselves out of poverty. We value
creativity in programme design and strive to
display global leadership in groundbreaking
development initiatives.

Integrity
We value transparency and accountability in
all our professional work, with clear policies
and procedures, while displaying the utmost
level of honesty in our financial dealings. We
hold these to be the most essential elements
of our work ethic.

Inclusiveness
We are committed to engaging, supporting
and recognising the value of all members of
society, regardless of race, religion, gender,
nationality, ethnicity, age, physical or mental
ability, socioeconomic status and
geography.

Effectiveness
We value efficiency and excellence in all our
work, constantly challenging ourselves to
perform better, to meet and exceed
programme targets, and to improve and
deepen the impact of our interventions.
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Chairperson’s Statement

It gives me great pleasure to present the
ANNUALÖREPORTÖANDÖTHEÖAUDITEDÖÙNANCIALÖ
statements for the year ended 31
December 2011.
While our work in Haiti started with
disaster relief and rehabilitation following
the devastating earthquake of 2010, our
focus had turned to longer term efforts
in revitalising the economy. We provide
concrete support to youth through the
education programme, empowering
women and helping them rise out of
poverty through the ultra-poor and
agriculture and food security programme,
and delivering services in healthcare. We
also repair and rebuild houses near the
epicentre of the earthquake through the
housing project.
In 2011, BRAC was awarded a grant from
UNDP to establish income generating
activities for 150 women in earthquakeaffected areas in Port-au-Prince, helping
these women develop sustainable,
PROÙTABLEÖMICRO ENTERPRISESÖTHROUGHÖ
training, micro-grants, and mentoring. The
programme supports the government of
Haiti’s 16/6 project, which reintegrates
internally displaced persons into their preearthquake communities.
One of BRAC’s new initiatives in 2011
for our agriculture programme is the
establishment of three rice demonstration
plots to engage the interest of local
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farmers and to motivate them to increase
their rice production with quality seeds and
proper management.
With more than 500 learning hours logged
in 2011 alone, it is evident that the Youth
Enterprise School (YES) programme
ISÖHAVINGÖAÖSIGNIÙCANTÖIMPACTÖONÖTHEÖ
participants. We have a total of 25 direct
ANDÖÖINDIRECTÖBENEÙCIARIES ÖWITHÖ(4'Ö
302,388 (approximately USD 7,911) in
revenue generated for the school and
students. BRAC Haiti is exploring funding
and partnerships to implement the
programme in other rural communities,
EXPANDINGÖITÖTOÖINCLUDEÖANÖADDITIONALÖÙVEÖTOÖ
10 schools.
Seeing the long-term demand in Haiti
for prosthetic, and especially orthotic
services, BRAC is developing a plan
for sustainability of the centre through
partnerships with other rehabilitation
organisations and hospitals. We are
planning to launch a health care project
to be made available to vulnerable
households living in rural areas with a key
focus on education in cholera prevention
and treatment.
Since May 2010, BRAC has been
involved in housing repair and
RECONSTRUCTIONÖPROJECTSÖINÖ(AITI ÖSPECIÙCALLYÖ
in the Leogane Commune, one of the
most severely earthquake-affected regions
of Haiti, which includes Fondwa and

Palmisaven. BRAC’s housing projects
supported 360 rural households, including
242 houses constructed in 2011,
providing approximately 1,800 people with
a permanent housing solution.
7ITHÖ ÖNEWÖBENEÙCIARIESÖENROLLEDÖ
in the Chemen Lavi Miyò programme,
BRAC’s technical assistance in Fonkoze’s
scaling up of their poverty reduction
initiatives is one of this year’s major
accomplishments. The pages that follow
highlight BRAC’s achievements in the
year concluded, but we also tell stories
of those who have lifted themselves
out of poverty. Stories such as that of
$IEULITA ÖPROÙLEDÖONÖPAGEÖ ÖNOTÖONLYÖ
exemplify BRAC’s achievement in assisting
Fonkoza’s support of the marginalised
people, catalysing change and helping
to reduce extreme poverty, but also
individuals’ own hard work and initiative
that ultimately results in lasting change.
I take this opportunity to commend our
team in Haiti who have worked with
enduring commitment and loyalty to
take advantage of every opportunity
that has come our way. The quality of
our performance is attributed to this
remarkably competent team, their
knowledge, skills and professionalism. I
extend my sincere thanks to the members
of the governing body, whose leadership
and foresight has steered the organisation
to success. I thank the Haitian government

and our development partners in Haiti
for their continued support as we strive
to create greater value in our services
to contribute towards the progress and
prosperity of Haiti.

BRAC Programmes
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Agriculture and Food Security
Operating in eight countries, BRAC’s agriculture programmes work with governments to ensure food security. We build
systems of production, distribution and marketing of quality seeds at fair prices, conduct research to develop better
VARIETIESÖANDÖPRACTICESÖFORÖTHEÖAGRICULTURALÖSECTOR ÖOFFERÖCREDITÖSUPPORTÖTOÖPOORÖFARMERS ÖANDÖPROMOTEÖTHEÖUSEÖOFÖEFÙCIENTÖ
farming techniques and proven technologies. Using environmentally sustainable practices, we are helping these
COUNTRIESÖBECOMEÖSELF SUFÙCIENTÖINÖFOODÖPRODUCTIONÖ!GRICULTURALÖPROGRAMMESÖAREÖCURRENTLYÖOPERATINGÖINÖ"ANGLADESH Ö
Uganda, Tanzania, Sierra Leone, Liberia, South Sudan and Haiti.

Assisting Haiti’s farmers
Two-thirds of all Haitians depend on agriculture, an industry that has been in steady
decline over the past several decades, for their livelihoods. Dry and infertile land, lack
of quality inputs and tools, antiquated farming techniques, poor market linkages, limited
ACCESSÖTOÖCREDITÖANDÖFREQUENTÖOCCURRENCESÖOFÖNATURALÖDISASTERSÖMAKEÖITÖDIFÙCULTÖFORÖ
farmers to increase their crop yields and to develop sustainable livelihood patterns. Haiti
produces less than 50 percent of its national food requirements, making it dependent
on imports and food aid. Half of the country’s population can be categorised as food
insecure, and half of all Haitian children are stunted as a result of malnutrition.
The government of Haiti regards the agricultural sector as playing “a major role not only
for food security of the population, but also for the economic recovery and the social
stability of Haiti.”

A local farmer from Leogane participates in a
training programme to learn about vegetable
cultivation
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Agriculture and Food Security

Our approach:
Value chain interventions
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The main objectives of BRAC’s Agriculture,
Poultry and Livestock programme in
Haiti are to promote poverty alleviation
by assisting the marginal, homesteadbased, agricultural activities of the poor,
and to increase local crop production
to reduce dependency on imported
food products. Activities mostly consist
of small scale operations in cultivating
fruits and vegetables, and rearing poultry
and livestock. Such activities increase
food security by providing households
with home-grown food products, while
ensuring environmental sustainability.

1.Ö

Ö)DENTIÙCATIONÖANDÖSELECTIONÖOFÖÖ Ö
farmers through a thorough needs
assessment

2.

Intensive technical training by relevant
experts to enhance farmers’ skills and
knowledge

3.

Input assistance to ensure start-up
capital for purchasing tools, materials
and supplies

4.

Value chain and market development
assistance

5.

Strong technical follow-up and
ongoing monitoring

"2!#lSÖMETHODOLOGYÖISÖSPECIÙCALLYÖ
designed to encourage participants to
support one another and take ownership
of their activities. In so doing, they will be
able to move forward long-term without
requiring BRAC support. BRAC merely
acts as the catalyst that allows participants
to bring about change in their own lives
and community.
A gender policy is built into all BRAC
agriculture programmes, and a minimum
of 60 percent female participants are
selected.
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In addition, livelihood training programmes
are being implemented in six localities,
targeting nearly 1,000 households for
poultry and goat rearing, fruit, vegetable
and rice cultivation. The primary goal of
these activities is to educate farmers on
innovative techniques that will increase
production and incomes.

BRAC provides its programme participants
WITHÖCLASSROOMÖANDÖÙELDÖTRAINING ÖWHICHÖ
covers topics such as cultivation and
production techniques, proper usage of
compost and fertiliser, soil management,
basic human nutrition, livestock care and
management, and value chain marketing.
Each participant receives improved input
supplies, particularly high quality seeds,
poultry or goats.
"2!#ÖÙELDÖSTAFFÖPROVIDESÖPERSONALÖ
attention to each of its project participants,
visiting them at the minimum once per
week to ensure that their activities are
being properly managed, and to provide
ongoing technical expertise and advice.
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Highlights from 2011
Rice adaptation trial: In the Artibonite
Department, BRAC has established three
rice demonstration plots to engage the
interest of local farmers and to motivate
them to increase their rice production with
quality seeds and proper management.
Cash and food for work: With the
support of the World Food Programme
and the endorsement of the government
committee for South-East Department,
BRAC completed essential watershed
management activities, while providing
employment to Jacmel’s rural population.
Although the project itself ended in June,
AREAÖFARMERSÖCONTINUEÖTOÖBENEÙTÖFROMÖTHEÖ
project.
Replenishing Haiti’s depleted
natural resources: Haiti’s depleted
natural environment adds an additional
layer to the vulnerability of rural farmers.
Recent natural disasters have led to soil
erosion and environmental degradation,
further affected by families engaging in
harmful environmental practices such as
illegal tree felling to meet their immediate
economic needs. Watershed management
is a priority of the government and United
Nations agencies.
For environmental sustainability, a country
should aim to have at least 25 percent of
its land under forest coverage. In 1950,
25% of Haiti was indeed forested, but
currently only 2 percent of the country
is covered with forests. An estimated
50 million trees are cut annually, a
clear indication that natural resource
management is necessary for Haiti’s
agriculture industry to strengthen and
grow. Environmental activities also play
a key role in long-term disaster risk
reduction, which will help build stability in
a country that is susceptible to hurricanes,
tropical storms, earthquakes and other
natural disasters.
To increase awareness of deforestation
and the importance of environmental
conservation, BRAC distributes fruit and
timber tree seedlings to communities
and schools as part of its agriculture
programmes. Planting trees will enhance
the livelihood of individuals and therefore
the community at large. Overtime, the
trees will help prevent soil erosion and
LANDSLIDESÖDUEÖTOÖHURRICANESÖANDÖÚOODINGÖ
The trees will also alter the environment by
moderating climate, improving air quality,
conserving water and harbouring wildlife.

Agriculture and Food Security

Economic empowerment for
vulnerable women: Haiti has the
second highest proportion of economically
active women in the world, many of whom
LACKÖEDUCATIONÖANDÖACCESSÖTOÖÙNANCIALÖ
services, and are often the victims of
sexual violence and gender discrimination.
The earthquake, which disproportionately
affected Haitian women, forced many to
reside in makeshift camps, increasing their
vulnerability.
To ensure women are actively involved
in the rebuilding of Haiti and to help
decrease their vulnerability, in 2011
BRAC was awarded a grant from the
United Nations Development Program to
establish income generating activities for
150 women in earthquake affected areas
in Port-au-Prince. BRAC will help these
WOMENÖDEVELOPÖSUSTAINABLE ÖPROÙTABLEÖ
micro-enterprises by providing training in
either poultry rearing or tailoring, along
with micro-grants (in the form of input
supplies) and mentoring. The programme
supports the government of Haiti’s 16/6
project, which reintegrates internally
displaced persons from selected camps
into their pre-earthquake communities and
rehabilitates 16 neighbourhoods.
BRAC has extensive experience
implementing broiler rearing and tailoring
programmes in Bangladesh, Tanzania,
Sierra Leone and Uganda. More than
1.5 million women have participated in
BRAC’s poultry programme and 5,000 in
its tailoring programme. By providing an
integrated package of technical training,
input support and market linkages, BRAC
has successfully demonstrated that these
income generating activities can lead to
SUSTAINABLE ÖPROÙTABLEÖMICRO ENTERPRISEÖFORÖ
women.

BRAC selected broiler rearing and tailoring
for the economic empowerment for
vulnerable women programme in Haiti
not only due to previous experience and
success, but also due to the following:

p
Ö

The activities are appropriate for urban
environments in that they do not
REQUIREÖAÖSIGNIÙCANTÖAMOUNTÖOFÖLANDÖNORÖÖ
space

p

Current local market needs and future
export potential

pÖ

/NCEÖPROÙTABLE ÖTHEÖMICRO ENTERPRISEÖÖ
can be scaled up based on the
participants’ long-term business goals
and aspirations.

Helping women build broiler rearing and
tailoring micro-enterprises will not only
help rebuild and strengthen the local
market, but could also serve as a model
for other economic development initiatives
throughout Haiti.
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Agriculture and Food Security

CA S E

S T U DY

Meresse, a poultry farmer in Pont-Sonde,
received hands-on training on poultry rearing
from BRAC. She is now taking great care of the
chickens and is anxiously awaiting the first eggs.

Meresse Meriva: waiting for
THEÚRSTEGGS

“I am so grateful to BRAC,
and especially my family for
helping me to overcome
THEÖÙNANCIALÖBURDENS Ö
and achieving my dream
OFÖBECOMINGÖAÖÙNANCIALLYÖ
independent woman.”

Meet Meresse, a 60 year old woman
who lives in Potrie, Pont-Sonde with
her two daughters and two sons. Prior
to entering BRAC Haiti’s programme
as a poultry rearer under the livestock
extension project, Meresse and her
husband went their separate ways and her
husband stopped providing support for
THEIRÖCHILDRENÖ)TÖHASÖSINCEÖBEENÖAÖDIFÙCULTÖ
journey for Meresse as she became the
SOLEÖPROVIDERÖOFÖTHEÖFAMILYÖOFÖÙVE
In August 2011 Meressa attended a daylong training session facilitated by BRAC
Haiti’s team of agronomists in Pont-Sonde.
Shortly thereafter, she received 30 sevenweek-old Rhode Island Mix layer variety
chickens, along with ten bags of poultry
feed. Her family helped her build a poultry
shade at a cost of approximately USD
50. Meresse has since been regularly
attending the bi-monthly community
meetings. BRAC’s agronomist team also
provides her with technical advice during
their weekly home visits.

Meresse taking great care of the chickens,
ANDÖISÖANXIOUSLYÖAWAITINGÖHERÖÙRSTÖEGGSÖ
She and her family will consume some of
the eggs, but she will sell most of them
in the market so that she can use the
generated income to buy food for her
family.
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BRAC Programmes

Education
With education programmes in six countries, BRAC has built the largest secular private education system in the world,
with over 700,000 students worldwide currently enrolled in BRAC primary schools. These schools are designed
to give a second chance at learning to the disadvantaged students left out from the formal education systems.
Complementing mainstream school systems with innovative teaching methods and materials, BRAC’s education
programmes open primary schools in communities unreached by formal education systems, bringing learning to
millions of children, particularly those affected by extreme poverty, violence, displacement or discrimination. We are
giving increasing attention to adolescents and youth as a special group and are offering life skills, livelihood and skills
DEVELOPMENTÖTRAINING ÖASÖWELLÖASÖSAVINGÖANDÖÙNANCIALÖSERVICESÖSUCHÖASÖSAVINGSÖACCOUNTSÖ

Reaching out to youth
Haiti is one of the youngest countries
in the world in terms of population; the
median age is 20 and 43 percent of the
population is under the age of 15. On
average, parents pay USD 85 for their
children’s annual school fees with very
little guarantee of achievement or success.
As many as 40 percent to 60 percent
of youth at the primary level drop out of
school because families lack the means
to pay and need children to support
family income generating activities. Due
to political instability and limited access to
employment opportunities, education and
ÙNANCIALÖSERVICES ÖMANYÖ(AITIANÖYOUTHSÖ
are ill-equipped to make a meaningful
contribution to the long-term development,
stability and economic growth of the
COUNTRYÖ'IRLSÖINÖ(AITIÖAREÖPARTICULARLYÖ
vulnerable to poverty and social risks like
sexual assault, domestic violence, early
or unwanted pregnancy and sexually
transmitted diseases.
The Youth Enterprise School (YES)
programme is an innovative intervention
developed by BRAC to address the
social and economic challenges faced
by 4.5 million youths. The programme is
a collaboration of BRAC’s accelerated
learning community-based schools
and Empowerment and Livelihood for
Adolescents (ELA) programme. The overall
aim of the YES programme is to empower
youth while making communities and
schools more sustainable. By designing
schools as a space not just for practical
learning, but where social and emotional

issues can be addressed and critical life,
ÙNANCIALÖANDÖBUSINESSÖSKILLSÖTAUGHT ÖTHEÖ
youth can lift themselves out of poverty
and secure a better future for themselves.
To support Haitian youths’ creative and
entrepreneurial spirit, BRAC Haiti is piloting
the Youth Enterprise School programme in
Fondwa, a rural community located west
of the capital, Port-au-Prince. Along with
BASICÖEDUCATION ÖLIFEÖSKILLSÖANDÖÙNANCIALÖ
literacy training, the pilot’s 30 participants,
aged 14 to 21, are receiving technical
training in one of four income generating
activities: goat rearing, poultry rearing,
vegetable cultivation and seedling nursery.
BRAC is also providing the students with
input supplies and facilitating access to
markets.
Upon completion of the programme,
students will have the knowledge and
skills needed to effectively participate in
Haiti’s agriculture market. They will also
launch well-planned micro-enterprises,
thus sustainably generating income for
themselves and the school.

Sir Fazle Hasan Abed’s life
and career embody the values
of WISE. He recognized that
education is a passport to
social inclusion and
opportunity. He discovered a
successful formula, and he
adapted and expanded
it – first in Bangladesh and
then in other countries. As a
direct consequence, millions
of people around the world
lead healthier, happier and
more productive lives. His
vision, resourcefulness and
determination are vital
ingredients of the innovation
process and he stands as an
example to all of us who
believe that education, more
than anything else, determines
the destiny of individuals and
societies.

H.E. Dr. Abdulla bin Ali
Al-Thani
WISE Chairman
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Education

The inagural WISE prize for education was
awarded to BRAC founder Sir Fazle Hasan
Abed in recognition of his 40- year career
dedicated to alleviating poverty through
education.

Achievements of 2011

Multiplying impact

Based on the achievements and progress
achieved to date, it is clear that the Youth
Enterprise School programme is having a
ÖDIRECTÖANDÖÖINDIRECTÖBENEÙCIARIES
SIGNIÙCANTÖSHORT ÖANDÖMEDIUM TERMÖIMPACTÖ
on the participants. Students who may not
9,058 fruit, timber seedlings produced.
otherwise have been able to continue their
education are able to do so as a direct
More than 2,733 vegetable seedlings
result of the programme. In addition, by
produced and planted.
learning valuable technical and business
More than 3,000 eggs produced.
skills, the students are empowered and
motivated to sustain, and hopefully grow,
(4'Ö ÖINÖREVENUEÖGENERATEDÖFORÖTHEÖ
their income generating activities in the
school and students.
long run.
More than 500 YES learning hours
logged.

Furthermore, the Fondwa community is
GREATLYÖBENEÙTINGÖFROMÖTHEÖ9%3ÖPROGRAMMEÖ
as the students’ activities are contributing
to the local market, providing buyers and
sellers with more diverse products.
As a result, BRAC Haiti is exploring
funding and partnerships to implement the
programme in other rural communities,
EXPANDINGÖITÖTOÖINCLUDEÖANÖADDITIONALÖÙVEÖTOÖ
ten schools.

In so doing, BRAC has the opportunity to
contribute to the development of a critical
group traditionally neglected by economic
institutions and family caretakers. Investing
in the potential of youth in rural areas
– especially those who often enter the
market at an early age because of limited
access to education and job skills – will
improve their effectiveness as members
of their communities. Most importantly,
it will also equip youth with the tools and
resources needed to help lift themselves
out of poverty, and therefore positively
contribute to the economic development
and stability of Haiti.

Education
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Girl Power
As an active member of the Haiti
!DOLESCENTÖ'IRLSÖ.ETWORK ÖTHEÖ#LINTONÖ
'LOBALÖ)NITIATIVElSÖ!CTIONÖ.ETWORKÖINÖ(AITI Ö
ANDÖTHEÖLARGESTÖIMPLEMENTERÖOFÖTHEÖ'IRLÖ
Effect movement to educate and invest
in adolescent girls, BRAC recognises
the potential of girls and young women
INÖ(AITIÖTOÖMAKEÖAÖSIGNIÙCANTÖCONTRIBUTIONÖ
to the country’s development. BRAC
has nearly two decades of experience
developing and implementing programmes
to empower adolescents, especially girls,
with more than 268,000 adolescent club
members in Bangladesh, South Sudan,
Uganda and Tanzania.

BRAC and its partner organisation
Fonkoze will develop and pilot
MICROÙNANCEÖANDÖSAVINGSÖPRODUCTSÖ
SPECIÙCALLYÖFORÖYOUTHÖ4HEÖGOALSÖAREÖTOÖ
INCREASEÖYOUTHlSÖACCESSÖTOÖÙNANCIALÖ
institutions, break down cultural and
psychological barriers preventing them
FROMÖDEVELOPINGÖANDÖUSINGÖÙNANCIALÖ
knowledge, and encourage them to build
personal wealth.

school director, Cheelove is one of the
school’s top students.
As part of her participation in the Youth
Enterprise School programme, Cheelove
takes part in the nursery activity. In her
nursery, she’s growing grapefruit, quenepa
and avocado seedlings. She will generate
income for herself and the school by
selling the seedlings within her community.
Cheelove often talks to her mother about
the programme, providing her with details
about her activities and what she has
learned.

BRAC’s ELA programme is designed to
SOCIALLYÖANDÖÙNANCIALLYÖEMPOWERÖYOUTHSÖ
aged 15 to 25. Targeted exclusively at
vulnerable teenage girls, the programme
combines innovative livelihood and
life skills training with a customised
MICROÙNANCEÖPROGRAMMEÖ#LUBSÖPROVIDEÖ
safe spaces for girls to meet with their
peers and receive life skills training on
topics including leadership, health, and
reproductive rights.
In the long-term, BRAC’s experience
shows that ELA clubs:

pÖ
p
pÖ
p

3IGNIÙCANTLYÖIMPROVEÖGIRLSlÖSELF ESTEEM

p
p

Increase employment and income

Cheelove received support from the Youth
Enterprise School programme, which allowed
her to continue her education.

Increase girls’ physical mobility
)MPROVEÖSELF CONÙDENCE
Increase bonding between girls in the
community
Delay pregnancy among participating
girls

BRAC Haiti, in partnership with local
and international organisations, will
ESTABLISHÖÙVEÖYOUTHÖCLUBSÖFORÖÖGIRLSÖINÖ
Haiti’s South-East Department in 2012,
The clubs will be run and managed
by the adolescent girls themselves
in collaboration with the adolescent
programme organiser, a diploma
agronomist and mentors.
BRAC will directly support the clubs
for approximately two years with the
ambition that the adolescent girls and
young women will use their new skills and
CONÙDENCEÖTOÖCONTINUEÖTOÖSUPPORTÖEACHÖ
other for the rest of the project duration
and even beyond, and maintain a longTERMÖNETWORKÖ&ORÖATÖLEASTÖTHEÖÙRSTÖTWOÖ
years after the project, BRAC will keep in
contact with the girls and young women
to monitor their progress and provide
support.

Testimonial: Cheelove
Deus: future nurse has a
green thumb
Cheelove Deus, age 17, is in her ninth
year of secondary school at Ecole
Communataire de Fond d’Oie. She lives
in Ba Tonel with her godmother, who
makes and sells pate as a small merchant.
Cheelove was raised by her grandmother,
a farmer, who died in December 2010.
After the death of her grandmother,
Cheelove stopped going to school. Her
grandmother had been the one paying
her school fees since she was a little girl,
and upon her death, no one was able
to assume the responsibility. Cheelove’s
mother, who lives nearby with her six other
children, subsists by selling bread. Without
the support of the Youth Enterprise School
programme, Cheelove is not sure whether
she would have been able to attend
school this year.
Cheelove’s favourite subjects are the social
sciences because she loves learning
about history. The YES programme
provided her with all the supplies
she needed to attend school (books,
notebooks, pens and a backpack). The
supplies, along with tutoring provided
through the programme, helped her
perform well in school. According to the

With the income she generates from the
nursery, Cheelove hopes to attend nursing
school. Ten years from now, she sees
herself as a single woman with no children,
working in Leogane at a hospital and
living in a small house – a future she could
not imagine before the Youth Enterprise
School programme.

“After my grandmother passed
away, I thought I would never
be able to attend school again.
Now, because of BRAC and
their ongoing support, I can
complete my education and
ACQUIREÖSKILLSÖWHICHÖWILLÖBENEÙTÖ
me later in life.”
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Health
Working in eight countries, BRAC’s health programmes promote sustainable and accessible healthcare for the poor
in collaboration with both the state and private healthcare sectors. Working in their own slums and villages, BRAC’s
‘army’ of self-employed community health promoters helps whole communities stay healthy, with a groundbreaking
door-to-door approach. These workers create a cost-effective bridge between underserved poor communities and
formal healthcare systems. BRAC also organises health meetings to encourage an exchange of knowledge, thus
empowering people to take care of themselves, their families and neighbours.

The Limb and Brace Center in Port au Prince,
Haiti.

Our approach:
Limb and brace centre provides hope
In terms of healthcare spending, Haiti
ranks last in the Western Hemisphere;
per capita, Haiti spends about USD 77
annually on healthcare. There are 25
physicians and 11 nurses per 100,000
people. Approximately 1,200 amputations
were conducted as a result of the
earthquake. Most rural areas have no
access to healthcare, making residents
susceptible to treatable diseases.

BRAC established its Limb and Brace
centre in Haiti to provide prosthetic limbs
to hundreds of people who required
amputations. The centre in Haiti makes
ANDÖÙTSÖPERMANENTÖARTIÙCIALÖLIMBSÖANDÖ
braces using low-cost International
Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC)
Polypropylene Technology suitable for
local conditions. The centre also provides
physical therapy and rehabilitation
services.

"YÖPROVIDINGÖARTIÙCIALÖLIMBSÖANDÖBRACESÖ
to the poor, BRAC is helping to reduce
the burden on the families of physically
disabled individuals by increasing their
ability to participate in daily life and other
social and economic activities, thereby
allowing Haitian citizens to contribute to
ongoing, post-earthquake recovery and
rebuilding efforts.
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Health

Growing demand for
service
Since its inception in September 2010,
the BRAC Limb and Brace centre (BLBC)
has provided services to 1,228 patients.
Many non-governmental organisations
provided services similar to the Limb and
Brace centre immediately following the
earthquake, however, most of them are no
longer in operation.
While the centre continues to see patients
injured as a result of the earthquake, it is
increasingly serving patients injured by
accidents, and children born with limb
deformities and disabilities. Approximately
74 percent of patients treated at the centre
are under the age of 15.

Within our generation we have
seen a worldwide sharp
reduction from deaths related
to treatable diseases. We owe
a lot of this to BRAC.

There is long-term demand in Haiti
for the prosthetic and especially the
orthotic services provided by the centre.
Thus, BRAC is developing a plan for
sustainability of the centre through
partnerships with other rehabilitation
organisations and hospitals, as well as a
tiered payment plan that will enable the
centre to cover its costs.

Jeffrey Sachs An expanding referral
Director, Earth Institute, Columbia University

network
!WARENESSÖOFÖTHEÖCENTREÖANDÖTHEÖBENEÙTSÖ
of orthotics and prosthetics have
increased among medical professionals
throughout Port-au-Prince. Doctors
continue to refer patients to the centre due
to the quality of services provided.

Achievements of 2011
ÖPATIENTSÖRECEIVEDÖARTIÙCIALÖLIMBS
801 patients received orthotic services
139 patients received rehabilitation and
physiotherapy

Over the last year, patient to patient
REFERRALSÖHAVEÖSIGNIÙCANTLYÖINCREASEDÖ)NÖ
fact, the majority (69 percent) of patients
are referred via word-of-mouth. 23 percent
are referred from hospitals and other
organisations.
The limb and brace centre currently
employs two Bangladeshi staff from
BRAC’s Limb and Brace centre in
Bangladesh and nine technical Haitian
STAFF ÖINCLUDINGÖAÖSENIORÖMEDICALÖOFÙCERÖ
who is being trained to take over
management of the centre. All Haitian
staff members are receiving ongoing
quality training on prosthetic and orthotic
treatment, as well as in counselling and
physical therapy.
Handicap International and Healing Hands
for Haiti have worked with the University
of El Salvador to develop a course to
certify prosthetic and orthotic technicians
in Haiti. Two of BRAC Haiti’s Limb and

Brace centre technicians have enrolled
FORÖTHEÖCERTIÙCATIONÖPROGRAMME ÖWHICHÖISÖ
scheduled to begin in early 2012.

A grassroots approach to
essential health care
From its founding days, healthcare
interventions have been an integral aspect
of BRAC’s holistic and rights-based
approach to development. The two major
objectives of the BRAC health programme
are to improve maternal, neonatal and
child health, and to reduce vulnerability
to communicable diseases and common
ailments. BRAC’s health programme is
a combination of preventive, curative,
rehabilitative and promotional health
services.
Since establishing a strong presence in
Haiti in 2010, BRAC has recognised the
SIGNIÙCANTÖGAPSÖINÖACCESSÖTOÖHEALTHCAREÖ
As accessibility to hospitals is limited,
especially in rural areas, the need for a
grassroots approach to health service
delivery is essential. Local knowledge
and capacity, with regards to basic health
care, nutrition and hygiene and sanitation,
needs to be nurtured at the village level. To
address this issue, BRAC plans to launch
a healthcare project to make essential
healthcare services available to vulnerable
households living in rural Haiti.
BRAC Haiti’s healthcare programme will
have seven components: health and
nutrition education, water and sanitation,
family planning, immunisation, prenatal
care, basic curative services, and
tuberculosis control.
Due to Haiti’s cholera epidemic which has
affected over 500,000 people, killing more
than 7,000, cholera education, prevention
and treatment will be a major focus of the
programme.
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Wilkenson received a high-tech knee
replacement courtesy of BRAC Limb and Brace
Centre and O.K. Prosthetics.

Testimonial:
Wilkenson, injured teen:
“BRAC understood me”

“I came here and was very
well received,” he said.
“They spoke and served as
people who understand me.
They gave me a prosthesis
that allows me to move and
pursue my dreams of one day
becoming a tour guide and
architect.”

Wilkenson is the fourth child in a family
of six children. His mother died during
the birth of her seventh child in 2007.
On 19 August 2011, Wilkenson was only
a few days away from starting the ninth
grade, living with his father and siblings
at his aunt’s house in Port-au-Prince. The
afternoon was very hot, so he decided to
cool off with a shower. He turned on the
tap and noticed that the water was not
coming out. Wilkenson and his cousin
climbed over the wall of the house to
investigate the waterline. After removing
an object that was obstructing the duct,
he returned to the shower. The wall then
collapsed, causing Wilkenson to fall ten
meters. The wall landed directly on top of
his right leg, crushing it below the knee.
He was immediately rushed to a nearby
health centre run by Doctors Without
"ORDERS ÖWASÖADMINISTEREDÖÙRSTÖAID ÖTHENÖ
sent to a surgery centre. Wilkenson’s
family was reluctant to take him to the

surgery centre as there were increased
levels of violence in the area and random
GUNÙREÖ)TÖTOOKÖMANYÖHOURSÖFORÖHIMÖTOÖBEÖ
transported to a proper and safe surgery
centre, and be moved to the operating
table.
With a predicted success rate of 40
percent, the future did not look promising
for Wilkenson. After surgery, his leg began
to darken in colour, causing the surgeons
to recommend immediate amputation. His
family refused to comply with the doctor’s
recommendations. They considered
transferring him to a private hospital but
this would cost upwards of 12,000 which
was something they could not afford. His
leg was amputated on 23 August 2011,
four days after the accident.
After failing to receive help from another
.'/ Ö7ILKENSONÖLEARNEDÖOFÖTHEÖ"2!#ÖLIMBÖ
and brace centre from a friend. Wilkenson
decided to visit the centre. He recently
received a high-tech knee replacement
from O.K. Prosthetics, an Iceland-based
NONPROÙTÖANDÖAÖ"2!#ÖPARTNER

BRAC Programmes
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Housing
Responding to the needs of those whose homes were damaged or destroyed in the January 2010 earthquake, BRAC
partnered with other organisations to repair and rebuild houses near the epicentre of the earthquake in Fondwa,
Jacmel and Leogane. The BRAC housing programme uses local building materials and trains local workers to create
employment opportunities while rebuilding Haiti.

Building houses that last
Left with the decision of where
to allocate […] funds, Eyes on
Africa turned to BRAC in Haiti.
As we are both familiar with
and inspired by BRAC’s work
in Bangladesh, we believe
BRAC in Haiti will deliver the
same kind of sustainable
change. BRAC in Haiti will be
able to offer educational and
housing opportunities to those
who need it the most. We are
deeply happy to contribute to
BRAC in Haiti and the many
lives the organization touches.
Eyes on Africa Foundation

A beneficiary of BRAC’s housing project in front
of her newly built home.

Haiti’s devastating earthquake left
nearly one million Haitians homeless
and displaced. Hundreds of thousands
of Haitians have continued to reside in
makeshift camps. Since May 2010, BRAC
has been involved in housing repair and
RECONSTRUCTIONÖPROJECTSÖINÖ(AITI ÖSPECIÙCALLYÖ
in the Leogane Commune, one of the
most severely earthquake-affected regions
of Haiti, which includes Fondwa and
Palmisaven. BRAC is using local materials
to build permanent homes, and training
local staff in earthquake- and hurricaneresistant building techniques, creating
employment opportunities for local
construction workers, masons, carpenters
and unskilled labourers.
Each home is 28 square meters, and
includes two rooms, a gallery, a latrine,
a rainwater harvesting system and a
solar lighting system. BRAC’s permanent
house models were designed to
REÚECTÖTHEÖLOCALÖHOUSINGÖTYPOLOGYÖ4HEÖ

community provided input on the designs.
BRAC’s two permanent housing repair
and reconstruction projects have now
concluded.
BRAC’s housing projects supported 360
rural households, providing approximately
1,800 people with a permanent housing
solution.

Achievements of 2011
ÖBENEÙCIARIES
242 houses newly constructed
86 houses repaired
68 masons and carpenters trained

Education

CA S E
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Bengi and her family benefitted from BRAC’s
housing project in Fondwa.

Bengi: from a tent into a
brand new house

“My family and I are so
grateful to BRAC and the
locals in the community for
building us a house. This new
earthquake and hurricane
resistant house will mean that
we will never lose our home
again.”

On 12 January 2010, the house that Bengi
lived in with her three sisters, mother
and stepfather collapsed because of the
earthquake. For four months, Bengi’s
family lived with her grandmother and other
family members – a total of nine people
living in a house the size of two sofas.
)NÖ!PRIL Ö"ENGIlSÖOLDERÖSISTERÖWASÖÙNALLYÖABLEÖ
to acquire a tent, where her family huddled
together. They hoped that the heavy rains
and hurricanes would not wash away their
temporary home.
Fondwa, where Bengi and her family
resided, was one of the areas severely
affected by the earthquake. Many people
had their homes damaged or destroyed
completely. Dangerous landslides washed
away houses and livelihoods.
In July, BRAC began a housing project
in Fondwa. They worked with the local
community members and provided
training on how to build houses which are
earthquake- and hurricane-resistant.

BRAC hired and trained local staff, and
procured local materials, thus providing
an important boost to the local economy
and teaching community members
much-needed skills in carpentry and
construction.
Now, Bengi and her family have a brand
new house. As she sits out on the porch
DOINGÖHERÖHOMEWORK ÖSHEÖHASÖCONÙDENCEÖ
that it will stand through any hurricane or
earthquake.

BRAC Programmes
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Targeting the Ultra Poor
BRAC’s groundbreaking ultra-poor programme focuses on improving the economic and social situation of those
at the base of the economic pyramid. Living in extreme poverty, this group struggles to meet its minimal dietary
REQUIREMENTS ÖANDÖHASÖPROVENÖDIFÙCULTÖTOÖREACHÖWITHÖMOREÖMAINSTREAMÖANTIPOVERTYÖPROGRAMMESÖLIKEÖMICROÙNANCEÖ4OÖ
help this population reach the bottom rung of the economic ladder, our process includes a deliberate sequencing of
interventions including asset grants, skills development and personalised healthcare support. According to the latest
impact assesment study (Addressing Extreme Poverty in a Sustainable Manner: Evidence from CFPR Programme.
Working paper no. 19), about 95 percent of those in the programme “graduate” from extreme poverty – and have
stayed out, six years after the programme ends. Most go on to take advantage of more mainstream opportunities like
MICROÙNANCEÖ4HEÖPROGRAMMEÖISÖNOWÖBEINGÖADAPTEDÖBYÖOTHERÖORGANISATIONSÖINÖCOUNTRIESÖAROUNDÖTHEÖWORLDÖ

Ending the cycle of extreme poverty
The Republic of Haiti is one of the poorest
countries in the world and the poorest
in the Western Hemisphere, with 80
percent of the population living below
the poverty line and 54 percent living in
abject poverty, struggling to live on less
than USD 1 per day. In the 2011 UNDP
Human Development Index, Haiti ranks
158th out of 187 countries, placing it in the
low development category in terms of life
expectancy, access to knowledge and a
decent standard of living.

For the past six years, BRAC has provided
technical assistance to Fonkoze, the
LARGESTÖMICROÙNANCINGÖORGANISATIONÖINÖ
Haiti, in the Chemin Lavi Miyò programme.
Chemen Lavi Miyò, or the road to a better
life in English, is Fonkoze’s programme
for the ultra-poor and is an adaptation
of BRAC’s ultra-poor programme in
Bangladesh for Haiti’s rural communities.
The programme targets the poorest 10
percent of the population, who are too
POORÖTOÖBENEÙTÖFROMÖMICROÙNANCEÖLOANSÖ
and other livelihood programmes.

BRAC has made the commitment to use
its pioneering experience in alleviating
poverty across Asia and Africa to provide
Haiti’s most vulnerable, particularly
women, with the skills needed to curb the
cycle of poverty.

Our approach:
A ladder out of extreme poverty
INTERVENING
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Throughout the 18-month programme,
case managers support clients as they
learn to run a small business, repair their
homes, and access healthcare and
education services. Participants develop
BOTHÖTHEIRÖCAPACITYÖANDÖTHEIRÖCONÙDENCEÖ
until they have small, functioning microenterprises.

BRAC has served as an important
model for microfinance institutions
in other countries who are hoping to
reach the bottom of the pyramid.
Programmes including SKS and
Bandhan in India and Fonkoze in
Haiti have launched replications of
TUP (Targeting the Ultra Poor)...[that]
share the fundamental approach of
targeting and subsidsing the
poorest of the poor.... For $135 per
participant, BRAC aimed to forever
remove the need for participants to
require future handouts. The
evolution of the Targeting the Ultra
Poor programmes signals the
challenge of reaching that goal, but
the overall vision behind the
programme remains compelling.

:VM[SVHUZ
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4HEÖ%CONOMICSÖOFÖ-ICROÙNANCE
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Beatriz Armendáriz,

TARGETING
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Lecturer in Economics, Department of
Economics, Harvard University
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Jonathan Morduch,
=LYPMPJH[PVU

Professor in Public Policy and Economics,
7AGNERÖ'RADUATEÖ3CHOOLÖOFÖ0UBLICÖ3ERVICE Ö
New York University
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Targeting the Ultra Poor

Scaling up Fonkoze’s ultrapoor programme

CA S E

S T U DY

Fonkoze piloted the Chemen Lavi Miyo
(CLM) programme in 2007-2008, with
the support of BRAC and other partners.
BRAC provided Fonkoze with a consultant
for a nine-month period in 2007 to offer
technical assistance for the replication
of BRAC’s ultra-poor programme, with
150 families participating in the pilot
programme.
In May 2009, Fonkoze began the process
of scaling up, starting with 120 new
CLM families, with a goal of eventually
extending the programme to 5,000 ultrapoor families. BRAC provided technical
assistance to Fonkoze on site from
July 2010 to May 2011 to assist with
the management, training and capacity
building of CLM staff for the expansion
of the programme to include 1,100 new
BENEÙCIARIESÖÖ
BRAC provided training to CLM staff
on overall programme delivery and
management, including establishment
and management of village assistance
COMMITTEES ÖBENEÙCIARYÖTRAINING ÖASSETÖ
purchase and transfer, follow up, proper
monitoring and supervision, reporting
and documentation systems, and design
of programme materials. The CLM team
received a mix of classroom and hands-on
training, and was involved in each stage of
the scale up process.

Achievements of 2011
 ÖNEWÖBENEÙCIARIESÖENROLLEDÖINÖ#,-Ö
programme

Before starting CLM, Dieulita had no assets. She
was given three goats through the programme,
but now, just eight months later, she has six
goats.

Dieulita: Making big plans
for life
Eight months ago, Dieulita Fleuri became
a member of Fonkoze’s Chemen Lavi Miyo
project in the Central Plateau. Previously,
she lived a life of subsistence, and her only
FOCUSÖWASÖTOÖÙNDÖFOODÖFORÖHERÖÙVEÖCHILDRENÖ
Carving out a daily existence consumed
Dieulita, yet rarely did her children eat on
consecutive days.

Before starting CLM, Dieulita had virtually
no assets, and certainly no assets that
would produce income. She was given
three goats through the programme, but
now, just eight months later, she has six
goats. She also has many chickens and a
small garden of corn and beans.

Most days, she would boil leaves, hoping
the next day would be better and she
would be able to provide proper food
for her children. The family’s economic
SITUATIONÖBECAMEÖSOÖDIFÙCULTÖTHATÖ$IEULITAÖ
was forced to send her two eldest
daughters, 16 and 18 years old at that
time, to live with a cousin in Port-au-Prince.
Her sons, 12 and 14 years old, ran away
to live with their dad in the Artibonite
Department 15 miles away. She also has a
three-year-old with the man she has been
living with for the past six years.

Today, Dieulita is busy making big plans,
CONÙDENTÖINÖHERÖFUTUREÖ3HEÖPLANSÖTOÖSENDÖ
for her boys, now that she believes she
will be able to put food on the table for
them regularly. She hopes one day her
daughters will also return and work with
her.

Although she has just begun, Dieulita is
building a successful business. Since
becoming a CLM member, she has been
training to become a micro-entrepreneur.
With the support from the programme,
she started selling food products such as
rice, oil, beans and sugar. Since there was
hefty competition, she decided to switch
to selling chickens and ducks with the help
of her case manager, and her business
ÚOURISHEDÖ/NÖAÖGOODÖDAY ÖSHEÖCANÖBUYÖ
10 to 20 chickens and ducks and resell
THEMÖTHATÖSAMEÖDAYÖATÖAÖGOODÖPROÙTÖINÖ
the market place. Dieulita goes to work at
the open market three times a week, and
spends the rest of the week tending to her
goats and chickens and her small farm
plot at home.

m&ORÖTHEÖÙRSTÖTIMEÖINÖMYÖLIFE Ö
I look forward to waking up
and starting my day.”
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BRAC across the world

1,032,706

562,772
780,120

714,783
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Sri Lanka
1972
Microfinance, Education,
Health, Ultra Poor, Community
Empowerment, Human Rights,
Advocacy, Agriculture, Disaster
Management, WASH,
Gender Equality

4,739,877

5
Microﬁnance
527.946

2010

Agriculture and Livelihood, Education, Targeting the Ultra
Poor (TUP), BRAC Limb and Brace Centre (BLBC),
Housing
31,000

Over 113 million

Jacquet

Over 30,000 people are served
1, 640 people served with BRAC's housing project
242 houses constructed
9,000 people served with BRAC's ultra-poor
programme
12,400 people served with BRAC's agricultural
programme
150 nurseries in five villages
213,968 fruit tree and timber tree seedlings
planted
3 rice demonstration plots
3,000 kg seeds distributed
412,000 kg fertilizer distributed
2,480 farmers received seeds and fertilizer
1,415 people served with BRAC's livestock
programme
6,445 people served with BRAC's health
programme (BLBC)
99 patients received artificial limbs
801 patients received orthotic services
139 patients received rehabilitation and
physiotherapy
150 students are enrolled in BRAC's youth
enterprise school

2,827,392

1,332,187
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Harnessing the Past:
Our innovations in the last four decades

Functional
education

Village organisations
(VOs)

Life skills development
education for adults that helps to
build solidarity, create a savings
mentality and prepare people for
new income generation

The most effective
medium for catalysing
change in disadvantaged
communities

Homemade oral
rehydration
solution campaign

Incentive salary
system

A groundbreaking campaign in
which 13 million households in
Bangladesh learned how to
make oral saline at home – a
lesson that continues to save
millions of lives from diarrhoea

A result oriented incentive
package that measures
effectiveness of and
compensates our community
workers and volunteers
accordingly

Enterprises for
value chain
support

Directly observed
treatment (DOT)
for TB control

An integrated network of our
development programmes,
enterprises and investments
that result in a unique synergy
that supports our holistic
approach for alleviating poverty

An effective treatment
method for tuberculosis, a
result of our incentive based
salary system for community
health workers, ensuring
patients’ daily intake of
medicine for six months or
more

Para-professionals
Pioneering models for
vaccinators, community health
workers and ‘barefoot lawyers’
that provide incentive based
jobs for those ready to serve
their own communities

Education for
dropouts and non
entrants
Our own primary schools that
help disadvantaged children
make successful transitions to
formal schools

Credit ++ approach
An integrated set of services
for the landless poor,
marginal farmers and small
entrepreneurs working
together to strengthen the
supply chain of the
enterprises in which our
microfinance borrowers
invest
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Empowerment and
livelihood for
adolescents
A range of initiatives to empower
adolescents including skills
training, social development and
micro-loans for their future
businesses.

Hybrid maize
A pioneer venture to
commercialise corn harvesting,
which plays a key role in
making farmers shift from
traditional single cropping to
multiple cropping to maximise
land usage during idle seasons

Sharecroppers
scheme
A phenomenal initiative to offer
soft loans for tenant farmers
(sharecroppers) with a specially
tailored recovery plan

Adolescent clubs

Pre primary schools

Safe spaces where peer driven
intervention for adolescents
enhance their personal growth
and social skills

Our own pre primary schools
where we prepare
underprivileged children to
enter mainstream primary
schools

Popular theatre
A traditional platform became
an effective communication
medium to advocate for social
changes in rural communities,
particularly to the illiterate

Challenging the
frontiers of poverty
reduction
A unique model focusing on
extremely deprived women to
improve their economic and
social situations, allowing ultra
poor households to graduate
from extreme poverty and
enter mainstream
development programmes

M-health services

Unique management
model

A mobile based platform that
community health workers use to
collect data and provide a range
of real time automated services
such as storing patient records,
categorising and assessing
medical risks, prioritising
medical responses and
monitoring referrals

A unique management model
that focuses on internal control
without suffocating creativity,
runs our large scale
interventions cost effectively,
and enables us to constantly
learn from the communities we
serve across the world

$UWLÛFLDOLQVHPLQDWRUV
We transformed over 2,000
rural poor into entrepreneurs
with an innovative livelihood
opportunity: providing fee
based ‘door to door’ artificial
insemination and education
services for livestock farmers

Birthing huts
Safe and culturally accepted
childbirth places with
appropriate services for
mothers in urban slums
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Governance

Sir Fazle Hasan Abed
Founder and Chairperson,
BRAC

Sir Fazle is recognised
by Ashoka as one of the
“global greats” and is a
founding member of its
PRESTIGIOUSÖ'LOBALÖ
Academy for Social
Entrepreneurship. He
was also appointed
Knight Commander of
the Most Distinguished
Order of St. Michael and
3TÖ'EORGEÖ+#-' ÖBYÖ
the British crown in 2010
in recognition of his
services to reducing
poverty in Bangladesh
and internationally. He
has received numerous
national and international
awards for his
achievements in leading
BRAC, including WISE
Prize – the world’s first
major international prize
for education by Qatar
Foundation (2011), the
David Rockefeller
Bridging Leadership
Award (2008), the
Conrad N. Hilton
Humanitarian Prize
(2008) – the world’s
largest humanitarian
prize, the Inaugural
#LINTONÖ'LOBALÖ#ITIZENÖ
Award (2007), the Henry
R. Kravis Prize in
Leadership (2007)

Dr. Mahabub
Hossain

Muhammad A.
(Rumee) Ali

Executive Director, BRAC
and BRAC International
(Ex-officio)

Managing Director, BRAC
(Ex-officio)

A renowned agricultural
economist, Dr. Hossain
is former head of Social
Sciences Division of
the International Rice
Research Institute
(IRRI), Philippines and
FORMERÖDIRECTORÖ'ENERAL
of the Bangladesh
Institute of Development
Studies (BIDS). He
was awarded the
FIRSTÖ'OLDÖ-EDAL
from the Bangladesh
Agricultural Economist
Association in 1985,
in recognition of
outstanding contribution
to understanding
the operation of
rural economy in
Bangladesh.

Mr. Rumee is the vice
chairman
of Bangladesh
Association of Banks
and a member of
THEÖ'LOBALÖ3TEERING
Committee of
the ‘Performance
"ASEDÖ'RANTSÖ)NITIATIVEl
of the International
Finance Corporation
and the Technical
Advisory Committee of
Bangladesh Investment
Climate Fund. He
served as the deputy
governor of Bangladesh
Bank, and country
head and general
MANAGERÖOFÖ'RINDLAYS
Bangladesh. He was
appointed the CEO of
the Standard Chartered
'ROUPÖINÖ"ANGLADESH
heading both Standard
Chartered Bank and
Standard Chartered
'RINDLAYSÖ"ANKÖ(EÖALSO
served as a member of
THEÖ'OVERNINGÖ"ODYÖOF
PKSF.

Faruque Ahmed

Guy Noel

Senior Director
BRAC International

Board Member, BRAC
Haiti

Prior to joining BRAC, Mr.
Ahmed worked for the
World Bank. He is a
member of the working
group of Bangladesh
Health Watch, a civil
society initiative, vice
chair of Bangladesh
Country Coordination
-ECHANISMÖFORÖ'LOBALÖ
Funds for AID
Tuberculosis and Malaria
'&!4- ÖANDÖAÖMEMBERÖ
of World Bank Civil
Society Consultative
'ROUPÖONÖ(EALTH Ö
Nutrition and Population.
He also represented civil
SOCIETYÖONÖTHEÖ'!6)Ö
Alliance Board.

Dr. Noel has worked as a
medical professional in
the health field for nearly
50 years, providing
general surgical and
emergency care, and
serving patients at
numerous facilities in
Canada and Haiti.
During his illustrious
career, he has served as
a trauma specialist for
THEÖ/LYMPICÖ'AMESÖANDÖ
also participated in the
Medical Corps of the
Haitian National Palace
for 13 years. Dr. Noel has
served as a special
advisor to the Haitian
government for many
years and has played
roles in various
international gatherings,
including discussions on
Peace and
Reconciliation in Haiti at
the Norwegian Peace
Building Centre, and as
a Haitian delegation
representative at the
Seminar on
Disarmament,
Demobilisation and
Reintegration held in
Columbia.

Tanwir Rahman
Director, Finance,
BRAC and BRAC
International

S.N. Kairy
CFO, BRAC Group

Mr. Kairy joined the
Accounts Section of
BRAC in April 1982. He
is responsible for
ensuring the effective
Procurement and Asset
Management of BRAC
'ROUPÖ#URRENTLY Ö-RÖ
Kairy is serving on the
board of BRAC Bank
Limited as a Director
nominated by BRAC. He
is also the Chair of the
Board Audit Committee
of BRAC Bank Limited.

Previously, Mr. Rahman
was the Divisional
#ONTROLLERÖFORÖ("'Ö
(Hollandsche Beton
'ROEP Ö2OYALÖ"!- Ö
Assistant Controller for
Mitchell engineering,
Senior Project
Accounting Manager for
Bovis Lend Lease.
Before joining BRAC he
worked as Controller for
Allied Container System.
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Management

Rakibul Bari Khan
Country Representative,
BRAC in Haiti

Pankaj Kr. Paul
Paul Enel Pierre
Petit-Homme Berthony
Shafiqul Islam

Rakibul Bari Khan joined BRAC in 1990. Over
the last 22 years, Mr. Khan has gained
extensive experience implementing
development initiatives aimed at poverty
alleviation and empowerment of the poor. He
has worked on a variety of pilot, extension and
research projects in Bangladesh, Afghanistan
and Haiti, with an emphasis on small and
medium enterprise development. He started
serving as Country Representative of BRAC
Haiti since 2010. Under his leadership, BRAC
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BRAC HAITI
Statement Of Financial Position As At 31 December 2011

Notes

ASSETS
Non-Current Assets
Property and Equipment
Current Assets
Cash in hand and at Bank
Other Receivables
Related Party Receivables

Capital fund
Donor funds
Total capital fund

2010

USD

USD

184,166

10

167,772

672,947
69,612

1,125,967
73,939

742,559
926,725

1,199,906
1,367,678

13
14

35,945
359,164
395,109

59,647
343,676
403,323

15

531,616
531,616

964,355
964,355

926,725

1,367,678

11
12

Total assets
LIABILITIES AND CAPITAL FUND
Liabilities
Other Payables
Related party payable
Total liabilities

2011

Total liabilities and Capital fund

4HEÖÙNANCIALÖSTATEMENTSÖWEREÖAPPROVEDÖBYÖTHEÖBOARDÖOFÖDIRECTORSÖONÖ-ARCHÖ ÖÖANDÖWEREÖSIGNEDÖONÖITSÖBEHALFÖBYÖ

Director

4HEÖACCOMPANYINGÖNOTESÖAREÖANÖINTEGRALÖPARTÖOFÖTHESEÖÙNANCIALÖSTATEMENTSÖ

Director

Ö

Ö

BRAC HAITI
Statement Of Comprehensive Income
For The Period Ended 31 December 2011

Notes

2011

2010

USD

USD

Grant Income
Other Income
Total Income

4
5

2,311,127
7,204
2,318,331

882,439
993
883,432

3TAFFÖCOSTSÖANDÖOTHERÖBENEÙTSÖ
4RAINING Ö7ORKSHOPSÖÖ3EMINARSÖ
Occupancy expenses
/THERÖGENERALÖÖADMINISTRATIVEÖEXPENSESÖ
Depreciation
Operating Surplus
Taxation

6
7
8
9

526,182
65,851
129,880
1,557,213
39,205
2,318,331

264,684
42,872
86,421
478,696
10,759
883,432

-

-

Surplus Reserve

4HEÖACCOMPANYINGÖNOTESÖAREÖANÖINTEGRALÖPARTÖOFÖTHESEÖÙNANCIALÖSTATEMENTSÖ

BRAC HAITI
Statement Of Changes In Capital Fund
For The Year Ended 31 December 2011

Donor Funds

Retained Surplus

Total Capital Fund

USD

USD

USD

At 1 January 2010
$ONATIONSÖRECEIVEDÖDURINGÖTHEÖYEARÖ
Transfered to statement of comprehensive income
Transfered to Fixed assets
Surplus for the year
At 31 December 2010

Ö  ÖÖ
(871,680)
(178,531)
796,583

At 1 January 2011
$ONATIONSÖRECEIVEDÖDURINGÖTHEÖYEARÖ
Transfered to statement of comprehensive income
Transfered to Fixed assets
Surplus for the year
At 31 December 2011

796,583
Ö  ÖÖ
(2,262,422)
(55,599)
347,450

4HEÖACCOMPANYINGÖNOTESÖAREÖANÖINTEGRALÖPARTÖOFÖTHESEÖÙNANCIALÖSTATEMENTSÖ

Ö

Ö ÖÖÖÖ
-

Ö

-

Ö

Ö
-

Ö

Ö  ÖÖ
(871,680)
(178,531)
796,583
796,583
Ö  ÖÖ
(2,262,422)
(55,599)
347,450

BRAC HAITI
"@RGÛNVØ2S@SDLDMSØ
For The Year Ended 31 December 2011

Notes

2011

2010

USD

USD

Net cash provided by/(used in) Operating Activities

16

"@RGØÛNVØEQNLØ(MUDRSHMFØ BSHUHSHDR
!CQUISITIONÖOFÖÙXEDÖASSETSÖ
Net cash provided by/(used in) Investing Activities

Ö

Ö

Ö

Ö

16,394
Ö  Ö
(432,739)

Ö

167,772
Ö Ö
964,355

Ö
11

Ö

(453,020)
Ö  ÖÖ
672,947

Ö

1,125,967
Ö ÖÖÖ
1,125,967

"@RGØÛNVØEQNLØ%HM@MBHMFØ BSHUHSHDR
Increase/(decrease) in deferred income
)NCREASEDECREASE ÖINÖGRANTSÖRECEIVEDÖINÖADVANCEÖ
Net cash provided by/(used in) Financing Activities

Net (decrease)/increase in cash in hand and at bank
#ASHÖINÖHANDÖANDÖATÖBANKS ÖBEGINNINGÖOFÖTHEÖYEARÖ
Cash in hand and at bank at end of the year

4HEÖACCOMPANYINGÖNOTESÖAREÖANÖINTEGRALÖPARTÖOFÖTHESEÖÙNANCIALÖSTATEMENTSÖ

35,318

Ö  Ö
(55,599)

340,142

Ö

Ö 
(178,531)

BRAC HAITI
Notes To The Financial Statements

1.00
Ö

THE REPORTING ENTITY
"2!# ÖTHEÖLARGESTÖNON PROÙTÖINÖDEVELOPINGÖWORLD ÖWASÖLAUNCHEDÖINÖBANGLADESHÖINÖÖANDÖTODAYÖREACHESÖMOREÖTHANÖÖMILLIONÖPEOPLEÖWITHÖ
ITSÖHOLISTICÖAPPROACHÖTOÖADDRESSINGÖPOVERTYÖBYÖPROVIDINGÖMICRO LOANS ÖSELFÖEMPLOYMENTÖOPPORTUNITIES ÖHEALTHÖSERVICES ÖEDUCATIONÖANDÖLEGALÖANDÖ
HUMANÖRIGHTSÖEDUCATIONÖ7ITHÖITSÖYEARSÖOFÖEXPERIENCEÖINÖPOST WARÖANDÖPOST DISASTERÖDEVELOPMENTÖANDÖPOVERTYÖALLEVIATIONÖINÖ"ANGLADESH Ö"2!#Ö
HASÖRESPONDEDÖTOÖTHEÖCALLÖOFÖCOUNTRIESÖINÖ!SIAÖANDÖ!FRICAÖANDÖISÖIMPLEMENTINGÖDEVELOPMENTÖPROGRAMSÖINÖ!FGHANISTAN Ö0AKISTAN Ö3RIÖ,ANKA Ö,IBERIA Ö
3IERRAÖ,EONE Ö3OUTHÖ3UDAN Ö4ANZANIAÖANDÖ5GANDAÖ"2!#ÖALSOÖRECENTLYÖBEGANÖOPERATINGÖINÖ(AITIÖ
Ö
Ö
Ö
Ö

Ö

"2!#Ö(AITIÖWASÖINCORPORATEDÖINÖ-ARCHÖ ÖASÖAÖNOT FOR PROÙTÖORGANIZATIONÖINÖVIEWÖOFÖPARTICIPATINGÖINÖTHEÖDEVELOPMENTÖACTIVITIESÖBYÖADAPTINGÖ
AÖ SUSTAINABLEÖ DEVELOPMENTÖ APPROACHÖ WITHÖ HIGH IMPACTÖ ONÖ THEÖ FOLLOWINGÖ AREASÖ HEALTH Ö AGRICULTURE Ö HOUSING Ö POULTRYÖ Ö LIVESTOCKÖ ANDÖ TRAININGÖ
ACTIVITIESÖINÖ(AITIÖ
Ö
Ö
Ö
Ö
Ö
Ö
Ö
Ö

Ö

"2!#ÖHASÖMADEÖAÖCREDIBLEÖCOMMITMENTÖTOÖIMPROVEÖTHEÖLIVESÖOFÖTHEÖMOSTÖVULNERABLEÖANDÖDISADVANTAGEDÖPEOPLEÖINÖ(AITI ÖEMPOWERINGÖWOMENÖ
ANDÖGIRLSÖANDÖFOSTERINGÖBOTTOM UPÖECONOMICÖDEVELOPMENTÖTHROUGHÖSUSTAINABLEÖÙNANCIALÖSERVICESÖANDÖSOCIALÖENTERPRISEÖDEVELOPMENTÖ Ö

2.00
2.01

BASIS OF PREPARATION
Statement of Compliance
4HEÖÙNANCIALÖSTATEMENTSÖHAVEÖBEENÖPREPAREDÖINÖACCORDANCEÖWITHÖANDÖCOMPLYÖWITHÖ)NTERNATIONALÖ&INANCIALÖ2EPORTINGÖ3TANDARDSÖ)&23 ÖANDÖTHEÖ
REQUIREMENTSÖOFÖANYÖ!CTÖENFORCEDÖINÖTHEÖCOUNTRYÖ Ö
Ö
Ö
Ö
Ö
Ö
Ö
Ö

Ö

Ö

2.02
Ö

2.03
Ö

4HEÖÙNANCIALÖSTATEMENTSÖWEREÖISSUEDÖBYÖTHEÖ"OARDÖOFÖ$IRECTORSÖONÖ-ARCHÖ ÖÖ

Ö

Ö

Ö

Ö

Ö

Basis of Measurement
4HEÖÙNANCIALÖSTATEMENTSÖAREÖPREPAREDÖUNDERÖTHEÖHISTORICALÖCOSTÖCONVENTIONÖ

Ö

Ö

Ö

Ö

Ö

Ö

Ö

Ö

Ö

Ö

Functional and Presentation Currency
4HESEÖÙNANCIALÖSTATEMENTSÖAREÖPRESENTEDÖINÖ53Ö$OLLARS ÖWHICHÖISÖTHEÖENTITYlSÖFUNCTIONALÖCURRENCYÖ

Ö

4HEÖÙNANCIALÖSTATEMENTSÖINCLUDEÖÙGURES ÖWHICHÖHAVEÖBEENÖTRANSLATEDÖFROMÖ(AITIANÖ'OURDESÖTOÖ5NITEDÖ3TATESÖ$OLLARSÖ53Ö ÖATÖTHEÖYEARÖENDÖRATEÖ
OFÖ53ÖÖÖ,OCALÖCURRENCYÖ
Ö
Ö
Ö
Ö
Ö
Ö
Ö
Ö

2.04

Use of estimation and Judgements
4HEÖPREPARATIONÖOFÖÙNANCIALÖSTATEMENTSÖINÖCONFORMITYÖWITHÖ)NTERNATIONALÖ&INANCIALÖ2EPORTINGÖ3TANDARDSÖREQUIRESÖMANAGEMENTÖTOÖMAKEÖJUDGMENTS Ö
ESTIMATESÖANDÖASSUMPTIONSÖTHATÖAFFECTÖTHEÖAPPLICATIONÖOFÖPOLICIESÖANDÖREPORTEDÖAMOUNTSÖOFÖASSETSÖANDÖLIABILITIES ÖANDÖDISCLOSUREÖOFÖCONTINGENTÖ
ASSETSÖ ANDÖ LIABILITIESÖ ATÖ THEÖ DATEÖ OFÖ ÙNANCIALÖ STATEMENTSÖ ANDÖ REPORTEDÖ AMOUNTSÖ OFÖ REVENUESÖ ANDÖ EXPENSESÖ DURINGÖ THEÖ REPORTEDÖ PERIODÖ 4HEÖ
ESTIMATESÖ ANDÖ ASSOCIATEDÖ ASSUMPTIONSÖ AREÖ BASEDÖ ONÖ HISTORICALÖ EXPERIENCES Ö THEÖ RESULTSÖ OFÖ WHICHÖ FORMÖ THEÖ BASISÖ OFÖ MAKINGÖ THEÖ JUDGMENTSÖ
ABOUTÖTHEÖCARRYINGÖVALUESÖOFÖASSETSÖANDÖLIABILITIESÖTHATÖAREÖNOTÖREADILYÖAPPARENTÖFROMÖOTHERÖSOURCESÖ!CTUALÖRESULTSÖULTIMATELYÖMAYÖDIFFERÖFROMÖTHESEÖ
ESTIMATESÖÖ
Ö
Ö
Ö
Ö
Ö
Ö
Ö

Ö

3.00
Ö

3.01
Ö

SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES
4HEÖACCOUNTINGÖPOLICYÖSETÖOUTÖBELOWÖHAVEÖBEENÖAPPLIEDÖCONSISTENTLYÖTOÖALLÖPERIODÖPRESENTEDÖINÖTHISÖÙNANCIALÖSTATEMENTSÖ

Ö

Ö

Property and Equipments
0ROPERTYÖANDÖEQUIPMENTÖAREÖSTATEDÖATÖCOSTÖLESSÖACCUMULATEDÖDEPRECIATIONÖANDÖIMPAIRMENTÖLOSSESÖÖ#OSTÖINCLUDESÖEXPENDITURESÖTHATÖAREÖDIRECTLYÖ
ATTRIBUTABLEÖTOÖTHEÖACQUISITIONÖOFÖTHEÖASSETÖÖ
Ö
Ö
Ö
Ö
Ö
Ö
Ö
Ö

Ö

4HEÖCOSTÖOFÖSELF CONSTRUCTEDÖASSETSÖINCLUDESÖTHEÖCOSTÖOFÖMATERIALSÖANDÖDIRECTÖLABOUR ÖANYÖOTHERÖCOSTSÖDIRECTLYÖATTRIBUTABLEÖTOÖBRINGINGÖTHEÖASSETÖTOÖ
AÖWORKINGÖCONDITIONÖFORÖITSÖINTENDEDÖUSE ÖANDÖTHEÖCOSTSÖOFÖDISMANTLINGÖANDÖREMOVINGÖTHEÖITEMSÖANDÖRESTORINGÖTHEÖSITEÖONÖWHICHÖTHEYÖAREÖLOCATEDÖ
0URCHASEDÖSOFTWAREÖTHATÖISÖINTEGRALÖTOÖTHEÖFUNCTIONALITYÖOFÖTHEÖRELATEDÖEQUIPMENTÖISÖCAPITALISEDÖASÖPARTÖOFÖTHATÖEQUIPMENTÖ
Ö
Ö

Ö

'AINSÖANDÖLOSSESÖONÖDISPOSALÖOFÖANÖITEMÖOFÖPROPERTYÖANDÖEQUIPMENTÖAREÖDETERMINEDÖBYÖCOMPARINGÖTHEÖPROCEEDSÖFROMÖDISPOSALÖWITHÖTHEÖCARRYINGÖ
VALUEÖOFÖPROPERTYÖANDÖEQUIPMENTÖANDÖRECOGNIZEDÖNETÖWITHÖOTHERÖINCOMEÖINÖPROÙTÖORÖLOSSÖ
Ö
Ö
Ö
Ö
Ö

3.02

Ö

Depreciation
$EPRECIATIONÖISÖRECOGNIZEDÖINÖPROÙTÖORÖLOSSÖANDÖCALCULATEDÖTOÖWRITEÖOFFÖTHEÖCOSTÖOFÖTHEÖPROPERTY PLANTÖANDÖEQUIPMENTÖONÖAÖ3TRAIGHTÖLINEÖBASISÖOVERÖ
THEÖEXPECTEDÖUSEFULÖLIVESÖOFÖTHEÖASSETSÖCONCERNEDÖ Ö
Ö
Ö
Ö
Ö
Ö
Ö
Ö
4HEÖESTIMATEDÖUSEFULÖLIVESÖFORÖTHEÖCURRENTÖANDÖCOMPARATIVEÖPERIODSÖAREÖASÖFOLLOWSÖ Ö
Ö
Ö
Ö
Ö
Ö

Ö
Ö
Ö
Ö

Assets
&URNITUREÖÖ&IXTURESÖ
Ö-OTORÖ6EHICLESÖ
Ö%QUIPMENTSÖ
Ö-ACHINERIESÖ

Ö

Ö
Ö
Ö
Ö

Ö
Ö
Ö
Ö

Ö
Ö
Ö
Ö

Annual Depreciation rate
ÖÖÖÖÖÖÖÖÖÖÖÖ Ö
Ö
Ö
Ö
Ö
Ö
Ö
Ö
Ö
Ö
Ö

Ö
Ö
Ö
Ö

Ö

-ANAGEMENTÖ ANDÖ DIRECTORSÖ REVIEWÖ THEÖ DEPRECIATIONÖ METHODS Ö RESIDUALÖ VALUEÖ ANDÖ USEFULÖ LIFEÖ OFÖ ANÖ ASSETÖ ATÖ THEÖ YEARÖ ENDÖ ANDÖ ANYÖ CHANGEÖ
CONSIDEREDÖTOÖBEÖAPPROPRIATEÖINÖACCOUNTINGÖESTIMATEÖISÖRECORDEDÖTHROUGHÖTHEÖSTATEMENTÖOFÖCOMPREHENSIVEÖINCOMEÖ
Ö
Ö

Ö

'AINSÖANDÖLOSSESÖONÖDISPOSALSÖAREÖDETERMINEDÖBYÖCOMPARINGÖPROCEEDSÖWITHÖCARRYINGÖAMOUNTSÖANDÖAREÖINCLUDEDÖINÖTHEÖOPERATINGÖRESULTÖFORÖTHEÖ
REPORTINGÖPERIODÖÖ Ö
Ö
Ö
Ö
Ö
Ö
Ö
Ö

3.03
Ö

Foreign Currency Transactions.
!TÖTHEÖENDÖOFÖEACHÖMONTHÖEXPENDITURESÖINCURREDÖINÖ(AITIANÖ'OURDESÖAREÖCONVERTEDÖINTOÖ53$ÖATÖTHEÖMONTHLYÖAVERAGEÖEXCHANGEÖRATEÖFROMÖTHEÖ
#ENTRALÖ"ANKÖÖOFÖ(AITI ÖWHICHÖHADÖVARIEDÖBETWEENÖ'OURDESÖÖTOÖÖFORÖONEÖ Ö53Ö$OLLARSÖ-ONETARYÖASSETSÖANDÖLIABILITIESÖDENOMINATEDÖ
INÖFOREIGNÖCURRENCIESÖATÖTHEÖREPORTINGÖDATEÖAREÖCONVERTEDÖATÖTHEÖEXCHANGEÖRATEÖPREVAILINGÖATÖTHATÖDATE ÖWHICHÖWASÖ'OURDESÖÖFORÖONEÖ Ö
53Ö$OLLARSÖÖ
Ö
Ö
Ö
Ö
Ö
Ö
Ö
Ö

3.04

Cash in Hand and at Bank
&ORÖTHEÖPURPOSESÖOFÖTHEÖCASHÖÚOWÖSTATEMENT ÖCASHÖANDÖBANKÖCOMPRISEÖBALANCESÖWITHÖLESSÖTHANÖÖDAYSÖMATURITYÖFROMÖTHEÖBALANCEÖSHEETÖDATEÖ
ANDÖINCLUDEÖCASHÖINÖHAND ÖDEPOSITSÖHELDÖATÖCALLÖWITHÖBANKS ÖNETÖOFÖBANKÖOVERDRAFTÖFACILITIESÖSUBJECTÖTOÖSWEEPINGÖARRANGEMENTSÖÖ
Ö

Ö

3.05
Ö

Provisions and Other Liabilities
!ÖPROVISIONÖISÖRECOGNISEDÖIF ÖASÖAÖRESULTÖOFÖAÖPASTÖEVENT Ö"2!#Ö(AITIÖHASÖAÖPRESENTÖLEGALÖORÖCONSTRUCTIVEÖOBLIGATIONÖTHATÖCANÖBEÖESTIMATEDÖRELIABLY Ö
ANDÖITÖISÖPROBABLEÖTHATÖANÖOUTÚOWÖOFÖECONOMICÖBENEÙTSÖWILLÖBEÖREQUIREDÖTOÖSETTLEÖTHEÖOBLIGATIONÖ
Ö
Ö
Ö
Ö

Ö

/THERÖ ACCOUNTSÖ PAYABLEÖ AREÖ CARRIEDÖ ATÖ COST Ö WHICHÖ ISÖ THEÖ FAIRÖ VALUEÖ OFÖ THEÖ CONSIDERATIONÖ TOÖ BEÖ PAIDÖ INÖ THEÖ FUTUREÖ FORÖ GOODSÖ ANDÖ SERVICESÖ
received

3.06
ÖÖ

Revenue Recognition
2EVENUEÖISÖRECOGNIZEDÖONÖANÖACCRUALSÖBASISÖ

Ö

i) Other Income
/THERÖINCOMEÖCOMPRISESÖINTERESTÖFROMÖBANKÖDEPOSITSÖ

Ö

Ö

Ö

Ö

Ö

Ö

Ö

Ö

Ö

Ö

Ö

Ö

Ö

Ö

Ö

)NTERESTÖ INCOMEÖ ONÖ "2!#Ö (AITIlSÖ BANKÖ DEPOSITÖ ISÖ EARNEDÖ ONÖ ANÖ ACCRUALSÖ BASISÖ ATÖ THEÖ AGREEDÖ INTERESTÖ RATEÖ WITHÖ THEÖ RESPECTIVEÖ ÙNANCIALÖ
INSTITUTIONÖÖ
Ö
Ö
Ö
Ö
Ö
Ö
Ö

3.07
Ö

Ö

Donor Grants
!LLÖDONORÖGRANTSÖRECEIVEDÖAREÖINITIALLYÖRECOGNIZEDÖÖATÖFAIRÖVALUEÖANDÖRECORDEDÖASÖLIABILITIESÖINÖTHEÖ'RANTSÖ2ECEIVEDÖINÖ!DVANCEÖ!CCOUNTÖFORÖTHEÖ
PERIODÖ Ö
Ö
Ö
Ö
Ö
Ö
Ö
Ö

Ö

4HEÖPORTIONÖOFÖTHEÖGRANTSÖUTILIZEDÖTOÖPURCHASEÖPROPERTYÖANDÖÙXEDÖASSETSÖAREÖTRANSFERREDÖASÖDEFERREDÖ)NCOMEÖINÖLIABILITIESÖANDÖSUBSEQUENTLYÖTHEÖ
PORTIONÖ OFÖ THEÖ DEPRECIATIONÖ EXPENSEÖ OFÖ THEÖ SAMEÖ ASSETSÖ FORÖ THEÖ PERIODÖ ISÖ RECOGNIZEDÖ INÖ THEÖ STATEMENTÖ OFÖ Ö COMPREHENSIVEÖ INCOMEÖ ASÖ GRANTÖ
INCOMEÖ Ö
Ö
Ö
Ö
Ö
Ö
Ö
Ö

Ö

'RANTSÖUTILIZEDÖTOÖREIMBURSEÖPROGRAMÖRELATEDÖEXPENDITURE ÖTHEÖAMOUNTSÖAREÖRECOGNIZEDÖASÖ'RANTÖ)NCOMEÖFORÖTHEÖPERIODÖÖ

Ö

Ö

Ö

$ONORÖGRANTSÖRECEIVEDÖINÖKIND ÖTHROUGHÖTHEÖPROVISIONÖOFÖGIFTSÖANDÖORÖSERVICES ÖAREÖRECORDEDÖATÖFAIRÖVALUEÖEXCLUDINGÖSITUATIONSÖWHENÖ"2!#Ö(AITIÖ
MAYÖRECEIVEÖEMERGENCYÖSUPPLIESÖFORÖONWARDÖDISTRIBUTIONÖINÖTHEÖEVENTÖOFÖAÖDISASTERÖWHICHÖAREÖNOTÖRECORDEDÖASÖGRANTS Ö
Ö
Ö

Ö

&ORÖONGOINGÖPROJECTSÖANDÖPROGRAMS ÖANYÖEXPENDITURESÖYETÖTOÖBEÖFUNDEDÖBUTÖFORÖWHICHÖFUNDINGÖHASÖBEENÖAGREEDÖATÖTHEÖENDÖOFÖTHEÖREPORTINGÖPERIODÖ
ISÖRECOGNIZEDÖASÖ'RANTSÖRECEIVABLEÖ
Ö
Ö
Ö
Ö
Ö
Ö
Ö
Ö

3.08
Ö

Grant Income
'RANTÖ INCOMEÖ ISÖ RECOGNIZEDÖ Ö TOÖ THEÖ EXTENTÖ THATÖ "2!#Ö (AITIÖ FULÙLLSÖ THEÖ CONDITIONSÖ OFÖ THEÖ GRANTÖ ANDÖ RECORDEDÖ ASÖ INCOMEÖ INÖ THEÖ STATEMENTÖ OFÖ
COMPREHENSIVEÖINCOMEÖ
Ö
Ö
Ö
Ö
Ö
Ö
Ö
Ö

Ö

!ÖÖPORTIONÖOFÖ"2!#Ö(AITIlSÖDONORÖGRANTSÖAREÖFORÖTHEÖFUNDINGÖOFÖÖPROJECTSÖANDÖPROGRAMS ÖANDÖFORÖTHESEÖGRANTS ÖINCOMEÖRECOGNIZEDÖISÖMATCHEDÖTOÖ
THEÖEXTENTÖOFÖACTUALÖEXPENDITURESÖINCURREDÖONÖPROJECTSÖANDÖPROGRAMSÖFORÖTHEÖPERIODÖ

Ö

&ORÖDONORÖGRANTSÖRESTRICTEDÖTOÖFUNDINGÖPROCUREMENTÖÙXEDÖASSETS ÖGRANTÖINCOMEÖISÖRECOGNIZEDÖASÖTHEÖAMOUNTÖEQUIVALENTÖTOÖDEPRECIATIONÖEXPENSESÖ
CHARGEDÖONÖTHEÖÙXEDÖASSETÖ
Ö
Ö
Ö
Ö
Ö
Ö
Ö
Ö

3.09

Related Party Transactions
2ELATEDÖPARTIESÖCOMPRISEÖDIRECTORS ÖSUBSIDIARIESÖOFÖ"2!#Ö)NTERNATIONALÖANDÖKEYÖMANAGEMENTÖPERSONNELÖOFÖTHEÖCOMPANYÖANDÖCOMPANIESÖWITHÖ
COMMONÖOWNERSHIPÖANDORÖDIRECTORSÖÖÖ Ö
Ö
Ö
Ö
Ö
Ö
Ö
Ö

3.10

Comperatives
7HEREÖNECESSARYÖCOMPARATIVEÖÙGURESÖHAVEÖBEENÖADJUSTEDÖTOÖCONFORMÖTOÖCHANGESÖINÖPRESENTATIONÖINÖTHEÖCURRENTÖYEARÖ

Ö

Ö

Ö

Ö

BRAC HAITI
Notes To The Financial Statements
For The Year Ended 31 December 2011

4.00

Ö
Ö
Ö
Ö
Ö
Ö
Ö

GRANT INCOME
.AMEÖOFÖPROJECTÖ
3TARTÖUPÖPROJECTÖ
"2!#Ö,IMBÖANDÖ"RACEÖ#ENTREÖ","# ÖÖ
(OUSINGÖPROJECTÖ
4ARGETINGÖTHEÖ5LTRAÖ0OORÖ450 Ö
,IVELIHOODÖ'ENERATIONÖINÖ-ORNEÖAÖ"ATEAUÖ
Youth Enterprise School
!GRICULTUREÖBASEÖ,IVELIHOODÖINTERVENTIONÖFORÖINCOMEÖGENERATIONÖ
0ERMANENTÖ3HELTERÖFORÖHOUSEHOLDSÖINÖ2URALÖ(AITIÖ
$EPRECIATIONÖONÖÙXEDÖASSETSÖ
BRAC contribution

Ö
Ö
Ö
Ö
Ö
Ö
Ö
Ö
Ö

2011

2010

USD

USD

Ö
Ö ÖÖ
Ö ÖÖ
Ö ÖÖ
Ö ÖÖÖÖ
Ö ÖÖ
38,923
Ö ÖÖ
Ö ÖÖ
2,262,422
39,205
9,500
2,311,127

Ö
Ö
Ö
Ö
Ö
Ö
Ö
Ö

Ö
Ö Ö
Ö Ö
Ö Ö
Ö Ö
ÖÖ
ÖÖ
ÖÖ
871,680
10,759
882,439

'RANTÖINCOMEÖRELATESÖTOÖTHEÖOPERATINGÖEXPENSESÖINCURREDÖBYÖTHEÖDIFFERENTÖPROJECTSÖTHATÖAREÖTRANSFERREDÖFROMÖGRANTSÖRECEIVEDÖINÖADVANCEÖTOÖTHEÖ
statement of comprehensive income

5.00

6.00

OTHER INCOME
/THERÖ0ROJECTÖ)NCOMEÖ
Bank Interest Income
Others

Ö

Ö ÖÖ
1,849
3,933
7,204

Ö

ÖÖ
993
993

/THERÖPROJECTÖINCOMEÖRELATESÖTOÖTHEÖINCOMEÖFROMÖTHEÖ7ORLDÖ&OODÖPROGRAMÖ

Ö

Ö

Ö

Ö ÖÖ

Ö

Ö Ö

STAFF COSTS AND OTHER BENEFITS
3ALARIESÖANDÖBENEÙTSÖ

Ö

Total

7.00
Ö

8.00
Ö

526,182

264,684

TRAINING, WORKSHOPS AND SEMINARS
%XTERNALÖMEMBERÖTRAININGSÖ
3TAFFÖTRAININGÖ
Total

Ö
Ö

Ö ÖÖ
Ö ÖÖ
65,851

Ö
Ö

ÖÖ
Ö Ö
42,872

OCCUPANCY EXPENSES
2ENTALÖ#HARGESÖ
5TILITIESÖ
Total

Ö
Ö

Ö ÖÖ
Ö ÖÖ
129,880

Ö
Ö

Ö Ö
ÖÖ
86,421

9.00
Ö
Ö
Ö
Ö

10.00

Ö
Ö

OTHER GENERAL & ADMINISTRATIVE EXPENSES
3TATIONERYÖÖ3UPPLIESÖ
-AINTENANCEÖANDÖGENERALÖEXPENSESÖ
0ROGRAMÖSUPPLIESÖ
(/ÖLOGISTICÖEXPENSESÖ
Travel and transportation
!UDITÖANDÖ,EGALÖ&EEÖ
Total

Ö
Ö
Ö
Ö

2011

2010

USD

USD

Ö ÖÖ
Ö ÖÖ
Ö  ÖÖ
Ö ÖÖ
178,108
Ö ÖÖ
1,557,213

Ö

Ö
Ö
Ö
Ö
Ö

Ö Ö
Ö Ö
Ö Ö
Ö Ö
111,032
Ö ÖÖÖ
478,696

PROPERTY AND EQUIPMENTS
Furniture

Equipments

Motor Vehicles

Machineries

USD

USD

USD

USD

Total
USD

Cost
At 1 January 2010
Additions
At 31 December 2010
Additions
At 31 December 2011

30,972
30,972
24,360
55,332

8,406
8,406
18,409
26,815

5,900
5,900
5,550
11,450

133253
133,253
7,280
140,533

178,531
178,531
55,599
234,130

Depreciation
At 1 January 2010
#HARGEÖFORÖTHEÖYEARÖ
At 31 December 2010
#HARGEÖFORÖTHEÖYEARÖ
At 31 December 2011

Ö ÖÖ
1,470
Ö ÖÖ
8,511

ÖÖÖ
308
Ö ÖÖ
3,103

ÖÖÖ
98
Ö ÖÖ
1,791

Ö ÖÖ
8,883
Ö ÖÖ
36,559

Ö 
10,759
Ö Ö
49,964

At 31 December 2010
At 31 December 2011

29,502
46,821

8,098
23,712

5,802
9,659

124,370
103,974

167,772
184,166

11.00

Ö
Ö
Ö
Ö
Ö

12.00

Ö

13.00

Ö

CASH AND BANK
Cash in hand
Cash at Bank
&ONKOZEÖ53$Ö
5NIBANKÖ53$Ö
5NIBANKÖ(4'Ö
3OGEÖ"ANKÖ53$Ö
3OGEÖ"ANKÖ(4'Ö

   Ö
  Ö
  Ö
Ö
Ö

OTHER RECEIVABLES
Stock and consumables

2011

2010

USD

USD

328
672,619
Ö ÖÖ
Ö ÖÖ
Ö ÖÖ
Ö ÖÖ
Ö ÖÖ

16,089
1,109,878
Ö Ö
Ö ÖÖÖ
Ö ÖÖÖ
Ö ÖÖÖ
Ö Ö

672,947

1,125,967

69,612
69,612

73,939
73,939

3TOCKÖANDÖCONSUMABLESÖINCLUDESÖÖTHEÖAMOUNTÖOFÖTHEÖSTOCKÖOFÖTELEPHONEÖANDÖOTHERÖCONSUMABLEÖGOODSÖTHATÖWEREÖNOTÖYETÖUSEDÖASÖATÖÖ
$ECEMBERÖÖ
Ö
Ö
Ö

OTHER PAYABLES
Accrual for expenses
Provision for ONA/CDFTD
Provision for audit fees
0ROVISSIONÖ&ORÖWITHHOLDINGÖTAXÖ

Ö

18,886
2,178
10,670
Ö Ö

59,647
Ö

35,945

59,647

Ö ÖÖ
Ö ÖÖ
Ö ÖÖÖÖ
359,164

Ö Ö
Ö ÖÖÖ
Ö Ö
343,676

Ö

14.
Ö
Ö
Ö

RELATED PARTY PAYABLES
"2!#Ö"ANGLADESHÖ
3TICHTINGÖ"2!#Ö)NTERNATIONALÖ
"2!#Ö53!Ö

Ö

2ELATEDÖPARTYÖPAYABLESÖRELATEÖTOÖAMOUNTSÖOWINGÖTOÖ"2!#Ö!SSOCIATESÖFORÖTHEÖSETTLEMENTSÖOFÖSTAFFÖCOSTSÖANDÖOPERATINGÖEXPENDITURESÖONÖBEHALFÖOFÖ
"2!#Ö(AITI Ö(/ÖLOGISTICSÖANDÖOTHERÖFEESÖPAYABLE

Ö
Ö
Ö

Notes

15.
Ö

DONOR FUNDS
Donor funds received in advance
$ONORÖFUNDSÖINVESTMENTÖINÖÙXEDÖASSETSÖ

15.1
15.2

Total

Ö
Ö

15.1

Donor funds received in advance
/PENINGÖBALANCEÖ
$ONATIONSÖRECEIVEDÖDURINGÖTHEÖYEARÖ
4RANSFERREDÖÖTOÖDEFERREDÖINCOMEÖ ÖINVESTMENTÖINÖÙXEDÖASSETSÖ
Transferred to statement of comprehensive income
Closing balance

15.1a

Donations received during the year

Ö
15.1a
10

2011

2010

USD

USD

347,450
184,166

796,583
167,772

531,616

964,355

Ö ÖÖ
1,868,888
(55,599)
(2,262,422)
347,450

Ö

2011

2010

USD

Ö
Ö

Name of donor
"2!#Ö53!Ö
FONKOZE
Caritas Austria
Ö&ONDATIONÖ$IGICELÖ
5-#/2Ö

Ö

Ö
Ö

Ö ÖÖ
370,751
282,414
Ö ÖÖ
Ö ÖÖ
1,868,888

Ö ÖÖÖ
1,846,794
(178,531)
(871,680)
796,583

USD
Ö

Ö  Ö
416,679

Ö
Ö
1,846,794

 Ø

#NM@SHNMRØ ØHMUDRSLDMSRØHMØÚWDCØ@RRDSRØ

Ø

Ø

Ø

USD
Ö
Ö

16.

/PENINGÖBALANCEÖ
Transferred from donor funds received in Advance
$EPRECIATIONÖCHARGEDÖDURINGÖTHEÖYEARÖ
Closing balance

CASHFLOW FROM OPERATING EXPENSES
Excess of income over expenditure
Depreciation
"@RGØÛNVØADENQDØBG@MFDRØHMØVNQJHMFØB@OHS@KØ
"G@MFDRØHMØVNQJHMFØB@OHS@K
(Increase)/decrease in inventory
Increase/(decrease) in related party payables
Decrease(increase)/decrease in related party receivables
Increase of other payables
Net cash from operations

17.
Ö

Ö
Ö

Ø

Ö ÖÖ
55,599
Ö  Ö
184,166


USD

Ö
Ö

Ö ÖÖÖ
178,531
Ö 
167,772

2011

2010

USD

USD

39,205
Ø ØØ

Ø

10,759
Ø Ø

4,327
15,488

(73,939)
343,676

(23,702)
35,318

59,647
340,142

SUBSEQUENT EVENTS
4HEREÖWEREÖNOÖSIGNIÙCANTÖSUBSEQUENTÖEVENTSÖOCCURRINGÖINÖPERIODSÖAFTERÖTHEÖREPORTÖDATEÖTHATÖCAMEÖTOÖOURÖATTENTIONÖWITHÖAÖMATERIALÖEFFECTÖONÖTHEÖ
ÙNANCIALÖSTATEMENTSÖATÖÖ$ECEMBERÖÖ
Ö
Ö
Ö
Ö Ö
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